Multiple Intelligences

“How smart we are doesn’t much matter, but how we are smart really counts.”

Howard Gardner
MI - INTELLIGENCE IS PLURALISTIC

- Verbal/Linguistic Intelligence
- Logical/Mathematical Intelligence
- Musical Intelligence
- Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence
- Interpersonal Intelligence
- Intrapersonal Intelligence
- Naturalistic Intelligence
- Spiritual Intelligence
MI - Issues

- Intelligences work together to solve problems...
- The purpose of school should be to develop all of the various types of intelligences to help people find vocations that are appropriate to the spectrum of their intelligences.
- Use strengths to remediate weaknesses.
- How can we assess better utilizing MI.
MI - The Challenge

- Teach a lesson - TEACH your students the new vocabulary word - 
  **HEGEMONY**
- Brainstorm - How can you teach this word utilizing MI?
- Brainstorm - How can you assess their mastery of the word utilizing MI?

So how’d your team do?